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Aims of this policy

Every member of the Athersley North School community should feel valued and respected. We
should all treat each other fairly and well. The main purpose of this behaviour policy is to emphasise
the importance of good relationships in helping everyone in the Athersley North community to
flourish.
We are a caring community, with values built on mutual trust, kindness and respect for all. The
school has number of simple rules which are set out in this document. This behaviour policy applies
to all members of the school - teaching staff, support staff, pupils and parents/carers – as we
recognise the importance of working together to promote a safe, happy, learning environment.
The school aims to treat all pupils fairly, and staff will apply this behaviour policy in a consistent way.
An effective behaviour policy, fairly implemented, will help pupils learn and grow in a secure
environment, and to become positive, responsible and increasingly independent members of the
school community.
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Athersley North School promotes positive behaviour

The Whole Learning Charter
The whole school follows the principles set out in the ‘Jigsaw: The Mindful Approach to PSHE
Curriculum’. The whole school follows a consistent approach to positive and fair behaviour
management by following a ‘learning charter’ which focuses around 4 key areas; Rights,
Responsibilities, Rewards and Consequences.
The system of ‘rewards and consequences’ in the Learning Charter is built upon the communal
understanding of ‘rights and responsibilities’, as opposed to a set of rules imposed from on high,
taking into account the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Pupil.
Rights, responsibilities, rewards and consequences are built on the belief that each pupil has the
right and the capacity to make his/her own choices and, in doing so, is aware of, and therefore,
accepts the consequences of these.

Athersley North expects all pupils to know, understand and follow the school rules to ensure a safe and positive
learning environment.
Class Learning Charter
During Autumn term 1 the whole school will focus on the theme ‘Being Me in My World’ which will enable everyone
the opportunity to be involved in the co-production of a ‘Class Learning Charter’, setting out the Rights,
Responsibilities, Rewards and Consequences personalised for each class.
Thrive
All adults in school will use ‘The Thrive Approach’ as a tool for developing relationships and promoting positive
behaviour.
Each class will have a termly ‘Thrive Target’ which will be embedded through quality first teaching. It is expected that
adults have a good understanding of individual needs and effective ways to support pupils on an individual level and
through whole class approaches.
Each personalised class target will be selected following assessment, based on the needs of all pupils in each class.
Personalised Thrive Action Plans
Bespoke plans are created, following assessment, for pupils requiring a higher level of individualised support to meet
their social, emotional and mental health needs. Additional intervention is provided to support the pupil.
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We praise and reward pupils for positive behaviour

The Senior Leadership Team actively encourages staff members to send messages about pupils for good behaviour,
improved attitudes to learning, and outstanding achievement. Recipients of SLT mentions will receive a shout out in
the Athersley Awards Assembly.
Athersley North Primary School is built on and driven by 5 core values, our 5 ‘Rs’, which develop personal qualities
that pupils will need for future success. All stakeholders are committed to enabling all of our learners become
Responsible, develop Resilience, take appropriate Risks and innovate, form effective Relationships and advance with
key Reasoning skills.
Class Dojo Points
Class Dojo is a classroom communication app used to reward pupil behaviour.
Adults will reward pupils based on the 5 Rs of Resilience, Responsibility, Relationships, Risk-taking and Reasoning.
Pupils will be encouraged to show that they possess the qualities within each of the 5 Rs within everyday learning
and receive Class Dojo points as a reward for the positive behaviour.
Each week, there will be a winner in each class for each of the 5 Rs.
Every pupil receiving Class Dojo points will get to save their dojo points towards a reward. Pupils can save and spend
Class Dojo points when they reach 50, 100 or 200 dojo points. Pupils are encouraged to save their points to give an
understanding that the more they save, the better the reward and therefore developing a real life understanding
around the value of money.

Alongside the whole school rewards system, age appropriate approaches to behaviour management are
implemented to ensure pupils understand the choices they make.
Foundation Stage
In Foundation Stage:
 Staff have regular updates on pupil’s behaviours and agree strategies to be adopted by the whole staff team
to meet the needs of the individual pupils.
 Teachers and other adults speak to the pupils about their behaviour, using age appropriate language and try
to help the pupils build an understanding about what sort of behaviour is appropriate at school.
 Pupils are awarded dojo points which are visible in the environment at all times and sent home at regular
intervals during the term to share the positive behaviour.
 During group sessions, pupils are reminded about the expectations for behaviour while they are learning, and
they are praised for behaving well.
 Adults within the setting model good behaviour and support pupils in adhering to the class charter rules.
 Within continuous provision sessions the pupils are reminded about the expectations for behaviour while
they are playing, and they are praised for behaving well.
Key Stage 1 and 2
In KS1 and KS2, we reward pupils for consistently following the school rules by:
 Praising individuals and groups for positive attitudes, achievements and behaviour in all areas of school life.
 Giving positive feedback (written or verbal) in pupils’ work books.
 Sharing positive achievements with parents/carers.
 Electronically sharing work with other adults at school.
 Awarding Celebration badges at the end of each week during the Athersley Awards Assembly.

Athersley Awards Assembly
A pre-recorded assembly is held every Friday Afternoon to celebrate pupil’s learning.
Each Class Teacher will nominate one pupil for each of the 5 Rs and give a reason as to why they have been
nominated to receive the award that week. They will receive a badge to celebrate their learning and will be added to
the weekly display board.
Each class, every month, has a class target for a specific strand of the 5 Rs and receive double Class Dojo points if
they display any of these characteristics.
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We encourage pupils to take personal responsibility

Emotional Regulation
The school adopts Thrive Principles for emotional regulation which supports adults to work with pupils to ensure
they are clear about how they are feeling and ways to ensure they are ready to learn.
Pupils learn to identify different emotions and behaviours and are taught how to regulate themselves using different
strategies. There are Thrive displays in every classroom where pupils can refer to in order to regulate their emotions
and reflect on their behaviour.
Each class will have a zone allocated to them which, in the last instance, can be used as a safe space for pupils to
retreat to if they feel that the confines of the classroom are contributing to dysregulation. If a pupil leaves the
classroom to access these areas, an adult is required to supervise them to ensure they remain safe.
Committee Membership
Classes in Years 3 to 6 will be part of School Committees. Each class will have a whole school focus and will discuss the
focus every 4 weeks to set out whole school rules, routines, and guidelines, providing advice in order to ensure their
committee area of expertise is effective and helps to improve the school.
Virtual School Parliament
Each class in Years 3 to 6 will have a representative on the School Parliament. If pupils have any issues, concerns or
suggestions which they would like to raise they can discuss this with their School Parliament representatives to be
discussed at the next Virtual School Parliament meeting.
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How we address poor behaviour

Foundation Stage
 Staff meet to discuss pupils’ behaviour and agree strategies to be adopted by the whole staff team to meet
the needs of the individual pupils
 Teachers and other adults speak to the pupils about their behaviour, using age appropriate language and try
to help the pupils build an understanding about what behaviour is appropriate at school
 During group sessions and Continuous Provision, pupils are reminded of the expectations for behaviour. If
they do not follow these, then they will be given a reminder
 If this behaviour continues, a verbal warning will be given
 Should the behaviour continue the pupil will be given some thinking time on their thinking chair within the
Foundation Stage unit followed by a discussion about the behaviour and next steps set between the pupil
and the adult
 The thinking time and level of discussion will vary depending on the pupil’s age and stage
 Staff will bring any concerns regarding a pupil’s behaviour to the swift attention of parents or carers
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Key Stage 1 & 2
If a pupil does not follow school rules there are several steps the school takes. If the pupil would benefit from
Emotional Regulation Strategies, adults will support them to do so.

Step 1
The pupil will receive a reminder from the class teacher/adult and given a positive target on how to make a good
choice. I.e. remember to take your turn when speaking so that everyone has a chance to share.

Step 2
The pupil will receive a warning that their behaviour is unacceptable in line with the school learning charter. I.e. you
have been calling out and not taking your turn. This is your warning. I need you to take your turn.

The following steps (3-5) must be logged in the class record book (not on CPOMS)

Step 3
The pupil’s name will be noted on the consequences chart on the teacher desk and they will have

5 minutes of ‘Consequences’ time at the next break time. Pupils sit/stand in the allocated zone outside in their
designated areas to complete their consequences time.
In private, so not to aggravate or elevate the behaviour, the adult will explain;
You have now been added to the consequences time on the chart because you were not making good choices about
your behaviour.

Step 4
The pupil has 10 minutes ‘Consequences time’ at the next break time. Pupils sit/stand in the allocated zone outside
on in their designated areas to complete their consequences time.

Step 5
The pupil has 10 minutes ‘Reflection time’ during the next break time where they stay in with their class teacher
and will be asked to reflect on their behaviour, a reflection time activity is available. The teacher will then take them
outside.
* Pupils should always be given the opportunity for some break time to ensure they have time to relax and reflect
before starting the next session. This gives them the opportunity to have a fresh start in the next session and
resolve any negative behaviour or attitudes.

Step 6
The pupil will be escorted to the class breakout space to spend ‘time out’ (to a maximum 10 minutes) and will also
spend some reflection time with the teacher at break time.
The pupil should take their work or a reading book if the work cannot be completed for any reason i.e, prior to
teaching.

Step 7
A member of SLT will be contacted via the class telephone. The member of SLT will enter the class bubble and stand
in the allocated zone. A warning will be given by the member of SLT that if they are requested to return, they will be
removing the pupil from the class and their parent/carers contacted immediately.
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Step 6/7 should be logged on CPOMS by the class teacher and class behaviour slip sent home.
Step 6 A phone call home should be made by the class teacher to communicate the incident.
Step 7 A phone call home should be made by the SLT to communicate the incident.
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We address serious or persistent negative behaviour

Our rules, rewards and consequences work for the majority of pupils for most of the time, helping them develop
good attitudes and keep to acceptable standards of behaviour. In rare instances, a pupil may have barriers that make
it harder for them to follow our school rules all the time.
Examples of this sort of behaviour include:
 Physical force: hitting, pushing with considerable force, scratching, biting, kicking, punching, grabbing or
spitting
 Verbal abuse: swearing, screaming, rudeness, threatening language, racist, sexist or homophobic remarks,
name calling, teasing, shouting
 Refusal to follow safety instructions from staff: walking or running away, hiding or climbing, absconding
from the class, from the school building or from the school premises.
 Non- verbal negative body language
 Persistent or continually repeated: answering back or non-compliance with ordinary instructions from staff

Detention
If a pupil is continually disregarding the restrictions due to the current situation due to persistent negative behaviour
or leaving the classroom without permission, consideration may be given to retaining the pupil after school to catch
up on lost learning and complete any unfinished work.
Parental consent will always be obtained and detention does not necessarily have to be completed the same school
day. As a guideline the school will give detention in 10 minute blocks.
i.e each time a pupil leaves class without permission the school may decide to give the pupil 10 minutes detention at
the end of the day. (Maximum of 6 = 60 minutes)
When a pupil’s behaviour is deemed by staff to be serious, the following procedure is followed:

Reflection Report
Parents will be asked to discuss with a Senior Leader the requirement to place their child on report. When a pupil is
placed on Reflection Report they must follow the steps suggested to meet the Reflection Report target. The class
teacher logs behaviour by the pupil (both positive and negative) and a member of the Senior Leadership Team
reviews progress daily. This will be logged by the SLT.

Inclusion Support Plan
If pupil does not meet his/her Reflection Report target, parents/ carers are asked to discuss with staff to agree an
Inclusion Support Plan which may involve outside agencies. This plan will be reviewed at half termly intervals.
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Personalised Behaviour Support Plans (SEND)
Some pupils require a personalised approach to behaviour management due to a Special Educational Needs and
Disability need or other extenuating circumstances that may not be apparent or necessary for all adults in school to be
made aware of.
On these occasions, Personalised Behaviour Support Plans will be created by the Head of Safeguarding, Inclusion and
SEND and the class teacher. Consequences for behaviour will still be set but they may differ from the process listed
above.
These alternative strategies for behaviour management will be shared with the parents/carers and all adults to
ensure the differing approach is consistent throughout school.

Internal seclusion
Instances of racist, homophobic or other extreme language will result in an immediate internal seclusion to the class
breakout space, supervised by the class teaching assistant and phone call to parents/carers by SLT. This will be
logged on CPOMS by SLT.

Fixed-Term and Permanent Exclusions
We do not wish to exclude any pupil from the school, but in some circumstances this may be necessary. If all
reasonable strategies have been tried and have failed (including internal seclusion and the application of any
available support), exclusion is the next option for the school to consider. Repeated breach of the school's rules or
any type of extreme behaviour which results in the harm of themselves and/or others may also result in a pupil
receiving a fixed-term or permanent exclusion.
An exclusion may be made if:
 A pupil seriously assaults other pupils or staff
 A pupil repeatedly breaches the school rules in a series of incidents
 A pupil commits a serious breach of the rules in a single incident
 Coughing or spitting at or towards any other person
Separate exclusions from playtimes will also be considered if pupils are repeatedly breaching the Playtime
Expectations part of this policy.
Fixed term exclusions
A fixed-term exclusion consists of a specified amount of time within the school year. This may be up to 5 days. The
amount of time will be decided by a member of the Senior Leadership Team.
Pupils will be provided with work by the school, appropriate to their academic ability, during the Exclusion period.
After the period of exclusion has been completed, pupils are requested to return to school. Prior to returning to
class, a telephone or virtual meeting with a member of the Senior Leadership Team should take place to discuss the
introduction of an Inclusion Support Plan which should be agreed by pupils and parents.
Permanent exclusions
The Headteacher may also convert a fixed-term exclusion to a permanent exclusion if the circumstances warrant this.
Any decision to convert to permanent exclusion will only be made in consultation with the governors and the Local
Authority.
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For repeated or very serious acts of anti-social behaviour, the Headteacher has the right to permanently exclude a
pupil. Such action is only taken after very careful consideration.
In all cases of exclusion, the parents/carers are informed immediately and given the reasons for the exclusion. The
school governors are also informed.
Parents will be informed in writing of their rights and the school’s obligations for all exclusions.
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We expect pupils to behave well in the playground

It is important that all of our pupils can have fun, play, make friends and keep safe at playtimes. Supervising adults
are responsible for playtime and lunchtime behaviour management and are therefore responsible for rewarding
good behaviour, monitoring poor behaviour and implementing this part of this policy. Playtimes Behaviour Slips are
used to record incidents of inappropriate behaviour.
Athersley North expects everyone to:
 Show kindness to others in words, deeds and actions
 Be respectful toward their own and others’ property
 Follow instructions from adults and when an adult raises there arm to signal the end of playtime STOP,
LOOK & LISTEN
We promote positive behaviour in our playgrounds
 Positive behaviour is rewarded by staff with a reward dojo.
We monitor poor behaviour in our playgrounds:
KS1 and KS2
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Expectations for good playground behaviour are made very clear to all staff and pupils
Pupils are reminded about how to use each playground area
Staff on duty remind pupils verbally if their behaviour is inappropriate
Staff on duty warn pupils verbally if their behaviour is inappropriate, where appropriate the consequences
bench will be used for some ‘time out’ in the designated area
If behaviour persists, staff will record behaviour incidents on the playtime/lunchtime list found in the
classroom by recording the date of the incident and their initials, next to the pupil’s name.
If a pupil receives two warning logs within a two week period, they will be instructed to shadow a member of
staff for some time during the next playtime/lunchtime.
Any serious incidents such as aggressive behaviour, physical or verbal, will be logged using a playtime
behaviour slip and dealt with by a member of the Senior Leadership team.
Staff will be made aware if any individual pupil is having trouble in controlling their behaviour or are
following a personalised behaviour plan.
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We expect pupils to wear the correct uniform

At Athersley North Primary School, we expect that pupils adhere to the expectations for wearing the correct School
Uniform.
Expectations are set out in the School Uniform Policy and parents/carers agree to adhere to these expectations
when agreeing to the Whole School Learning Charter.
If pupils do not adhere to these expectations, a uniform slip will be sent home to help remind pupils and
parents/carers about the expectations, this includes sending the correct PE Kits.
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We expect pupils to use the appropriate language

At Athersley North Primary School, we expect pupils to use the appropriate language around school to set the
example for other pupils that inappropriate language is unacceptable. If a pupil is heard using inappropriate
language, they will be issued with a swearing slip and a log will be made on CPOMs by the class teacher detailing
such language being used. Parents/carers should be informed if there is a repeat of inappropriate language.
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The Role of the Senior Leadership Team
•

It is the responsibility of the Senior Leadership Team to ensure the health, safety and welfare of all pupils in
the school by setting standards for behaviour.

•

It is the responsibility of the Senior Leadership Team to implement this behaviour policy consistently
throughout the school, and to report to governors, when requested, on the effectiveness of the policy.

•

The Senior Leadership Team supports all staff in implementing this policy to the highest standards.

•

The Senior Leadership Team keeps records of all reported serious incidents of misbehaviour including
bullying and racism.

•

The Senior Leadership Team has the responsibility for imposing fixed-term exclusions on individual pupils for
serious acts of misbehaviour. The school governors will be notified when this action is taken.

•

For repeated or very serious acts of anti-social behaviour, the Headteacher may permanently exclude a pupil.
This action is taken only after the school governors have been informed and a joint decision made.
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The Role of Teachers and Support staff
•

It is the responsibility of class teachers to ensure that the school rules are enforced in their classes, and that
their classes behave in a responsible manner during lesson time.

•

The class teachers in our school have high expectations of classroom and playground behaviour, and they
strive to ensure that all pupils work to the best of their ability and treat each other well.

•

The class teachers are role models for the pupils and they must treat each pupil fairly and consistently.

•

The teachers treat all pupils in their classes with respect and understanding.

•

Class teachers report regularly to parents and carers about the progress of each pupil in line with the wholeschool policy. However, the class teacher should also contact parents to make them aware of repeated low
level negative behaviour by their child.

•

The class teacher keeps a record of all incidents of poor behaviour in class. In the first instance, the class
teacher will deal with these incidents themselves. However, if the pupil continues to misbehave, the class
teacher will seek advice from the Senior Leadership Team.

•

If there are growing concerns about the behaviour or welfare of a pupil, the teacher will refer the matter to
the Senior Leadership Team.

•

All meetings with parents are logged on the pupil’s individual file. Teachers should provide a member of SLT
or Senior Inclusion Officer with written details of the meeting.

•

Support staff provide a positive model of behaviour and ensure high expectations are made explicit to the
pupils. They inform class teachers of any negative behaviour.
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The Role of Parents and Carers
•

Parents and Carers are invited to agree to a Learning Charter when enrolling their pupil at the school.

•

Parents are expected to adhere to the Learning Charter and support the actions of the school. This includes
any consequences given by the school for poor behaviour. Any queries regarding sanctions must be
addressed firstly to the class teacher, then to the Senior Leadership Team.

•

We expect parents and carers to collaborate actively with the school, so that pupils receive consistent
messages about how to behave at school and at home.

•

We expect parents and carers to support their pupil's learning and to cooperate with the school as much as
possible.

Appendix 1: Behaviour Updates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Pupils must ensure that they are practising good social distancing measures when at all possible in school.
Pupils must adhere to social distancing measures within the classroom environment.
Pupils will have a space in the classroom which is allocated to them and they must ensure that that they
remain in this space, unless they have sought permission to move from the adult in the room.
Pupils must follow the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ rule and where possible avoid touching their mouth, nose and
eyes with their hands.
Pupils must tell an adult if they are experiencing symptoms of coronavirus.
Pupils must follow the new rules of the classroom regarding sharing any equipment or other items including
drinking bottles.
Pupils must only play in the designated outdoor space for their group.

